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Exclusive: USC Student & Filmmaker Sohil
Vaidya Examines The Reality Of Modern Day
Slavery
by Viddsee in Good on July 30, 2019

Sohil Vaidya's flms have always been adamant in getting a message across. His most recent short-

flm, 'Geeta', tells the story of a young girl who sufers from modern-day slavery - trapped in a

home with no escape under the pretext of domestic help.

Giving a voice to homeless people and modern slaves

His frst-ever documentary, 'Diaries of the Unknown' revolved around the homeless community in

India - highlighting their plight and hardship. It was screened at the International Film Festival of

Kerala and sparked conversations about the issue, which spurred Sohil to make more hard-hitting
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flms.

He then went on to make Difcult People, telling the story of a proud and stubborn father and son.

Both of them have trouble expressing their love and end up sufering - which is a product of

growing up in a patriarchal society. That flm garnered him the Best Student flm award from

Directors Guild of America (D.G.A) in 2018.

We caught up with the University of Southern California (USC) School of Cinematic Arts student to

pick his brains on how he tells such compelling stories.

Hi Sohil! Thanks for having a chat with Viddsee.

Can you briefy walk us through your flmmaking
journey?

The power and impact of moving images had always fascinated me. I saw 'Jurassic Park' with my

father when I was a child, and the experience transported me to a diferent spacetime.

While growing up, I always believed that being a flmmaker was not an ordinary person's job. You
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had to have a lot of connections, come from a flm family or be a rich kid and I was none of the

above. So I chose a more traditional path and pursued a bachelors and masters in computer

science.

While pursuing my computer science degree, I came across a theatre group in Pune. I helped out

on the backstage productions for a few plays and acted in a couple. I thoroughly enjoyed the

process.

My hunger for understanding art started growing. That's when I started watching a diverse array of

flms. I started visiting the National Film Archives of India every day to watch more flms and read

more books about cinema.

I used to watch 3 to 4 flms a day. I binged on every flm I could fnd, from Russian masters to old

classic Hollywood!

I started believing that cinema could be learned as an art form. I was excited to try my hand at it. I

gathered a group of like-minded friends, borrowed a camera from a friend’s production company

and started making a short, saying goodbye to my computer science career.

Tell us about your experience of studying flm at USC.
How has that helped hone your craft?
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Interview at NFMLA

USC was a very open environment. I was never pressured to make a certain kind of cinema. That's

why I could truly discover my own voice in the multicultural environment at USC.

The whole point of coming to USC was to jump out of my own and learn to communicate with

larger audiences. It's interesting to get notes and criticism on your flms from people with diferent

cultural and ethnic backgrounds. That's when we know what works and what doesn't.

I believe that learning a craft helps you express your stories in a better way. Before USC, I had a lot

of stories within me but had no idea how to put them together. Now I do, I think I can express

myself as a director in a more profound way but still, there is so much more to learn.

I attended as many movies screenings I could and had debates about those movies afterward

over dinner with my friends.

What does flmmaking mean to you?

I truly believe that cinema is the most powerful art form out there today. It has ultimate control

over spacetime, unlike theatre or paintings or architecture. It can tell a story by combining visuals
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and sounds to create a deeper cinematic experience.

In the end, we tell the stories to afect audiences, evoke emotional responses that will change them

as human beings, or shed light on the cultures, humans, and issues that we are not aware of.

Being able to touch someone that deeply, being able to change minds and create an impact on

society is a profound feeling. We all strive to contribute to change in our own ways, and cinema is

mine.

I would like to keep making flms I am passionate about. My work will have to speak for

me.

Let's delve deeper into your flms.

Your documentary ‘ Diaries of the Unknown’ was very
raw, real, and painful. How was the flming process for
this?
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Thank you for your kind words. I made 'Diaries of Unknown' when I knew nothing about flmmaking.

Making a flm when you are a blank slate makes it raw and real.

I was passionate about the issue. It was quite a process to befriend my subjects before flming

them and we were a two-person crew. We used all-natural light; sometimes we bounced a mobile's

fashlight on the foam core during the night scenes. We literally had no budget.

Listening to their stories was heartbreaking. How can we solve this? How can we make all these

lives better? There were so many questions in my mind, I'm still fnding answers.

In your other flm, 'Difcult People' - focused on the
strained relationship between father and son. Tell us
more.

In patriarchal societies, men are subconsciously burdened to behave in certain ways. They try not

to show themselves as vulnerable or tender. As the mother had recently passed away, they're both

trying to discover ways to communicate.

I showed them sufering in their own ways but in the end, they recognized the fact that they are just

like one another. It’s a slice of life story, and there are themes about grief, masculinity, family and

fnding yourself in the world.

Let's talk about your recent flm, 'Geeta'.

https://www.viddsee.com/video/geeta/0onci
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'Geeta' addresses one of the important issues of our time, modern-day slavery.

Around 40 million people today are trapped in some form of slavery. It's horrifying. 'Geeta' was

created at a USC class about creating media for social change.

I'd heard and read about the cases of diplomats bringing their domestic help to the United States

and eventually enslaving them using mental or physical abuse. I was interested in exploring the

aspect of mental abuse more.

Slavery today still means physically entrapping someone, and that's what we've learned and seen

from movies and mass media.

But there is another type of slavery, where you leave a person with no choices to get out of their

circumstances and cutting ties to mental freedom by making situations around them more difcult.

That's modern-day slavery.

What makes modern-day slavery much more dangerous is that it's hard to recognize if someone is

being enslaved without getting know the deeper context of their situation.
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These situations range from forced labor-related slavery to forced or early marriages. Traditional

slavery would be easily identifable but modern slavery is much more complex than this.

There are many like Geeta who are trapped in homes
that they are working in. Is there a way out for them?

Geeta is not a slave because she is bound by chains; she is a slave of her current circumstances.

That's the most tragic thing about modern-day slavery. If she escapes and goes back to India, she is

free but has a life ridden with poverty.

So, is she really free?

We have so many intertwined problems. Poverty, illiteracy, unemployment, disparity and the list

goes on. I don’t think we have an easy or convenient answer.
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Is there anything Geeta could do to free herself? How
can people around her help - like the plumber for
example?

She gives it a go and she could've been successful, but instead of leaving the apartment, she chose

to sacrifce herself for her younger sister. That's what makes it ironic. It's an interesting question:

what can people around her do to help her?

There is research on how to recognize someone being enslaved or not! If a person appears to be

under control of someone else, are not able to move around freely, are reluctant to talk to

strangers, appears frightened, withdrawn and/or show the signs of physical and mental abuse; your

alarm bells should ring!

There are multiple helplines to call the authorities and provide them the information about the

suspected person. There is so much we can do if we are conscious and aware of our surroundings.

You recently completed a feature called 'Samir'. Tell us
more!
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'Samir' was made in collaboration with 9 directors, where each one directs a particular episode. It

was for the USC class named Special Problems in Directing. Directors are chosen in an extremely

competitive process and assign them a script written by 9 other writers from the previous

semester.

'Samir' is a modern adaptation of 'The Count of Monte Christo', and was recently acquired by

Warner Brothers for distribution!

Image by Roger Deakins

Any plans for another feature flm?

I have a TV pilot screenplay ready, that is based in Los Angeles. I'm almost done writing a feature
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that is based in India... will see how things take of!

Tell us how you have evolved as a storyteller since
‘Diaries of the Unknown’ to ‘ Geeta’ and ‘ Difcult
People’.

I was a blank slate while making ‘ Diaries of the Unknown’. I was experimenting with and discovering

new things every day.

With 'Geeta', I learned so many things about writing a screenplay. We didn’t have much of a budget

and it was a class exercise so we had to shoot it in 2 days.

My frst draft had multiple locations and characters, but I realized that it wasn't possible to pull it of

in the budget and time I had. So I decided to stick to one location and make the story work better

with that. I guess, the camera just being in one single location works better as it makes it more

claustrophobic.

'Difcult People' is a classical father-son story. But I wanted to use the medium of cinema to its

fullest to create this audiovisual experience, so this flm was much more meticulously designed and

crafted than any of my other flms. It's all a learning process!

Constraints sometimes end up making you more creative.

Any advice for budding flmmakers? How do you stay
focused in the face of adversity?

I believe that it's not enough to love cinema. If you want to be a flmmaker, you should devote your

life to cinema. There are going to be rejections every day, and it's hard. Know this before jumping

into the world of flmmaking. All I will say is; keep that fre burning inside you. Things will happen

one day!

Describe yourself in fve words.
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Passionate, neurotic, cinephile, beach bum.
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Here are two lovers, impossibly intertwined.

Jesse and Jane both know their relationship isn't right. He's getting married. This romance can never

happen, but yet it has.

Their reunion is intense as is their love for each other.
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It's been 18 long years since they were separated, and there's no way they can be apart again.

They argue over their relationship, about the other woman, about their parents. It's all

inconsequential in the moment, but it's a reality they both have to face.

It's a tearful, tragic and emotional day.
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It's a curse that they might never be able to walk away.

Dusk falls. The sun sets.

Maybe, just maybe, they will have another day together.

Watch 'Love Me Not' (No Ama Conmigo) by Ryanne Murcia (Philippines) on Viddsee:

Ryanne's flm received jury citations in the Mindanao flm category at the Salamindanaw

International Film Festival and was selected for the 6th Cinema Rehiyon National Film Festival.

Here's two sides of a story on another forbidden love. Watch this Indonesian drama 'CiNta'

on Viddsee
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Greasy-Hands-SS_07-krk.jpg

From 8 pm to 2 am, this 25-year old runs his motorcycle workshop in Penang.

Those are unconventional opening business hours, but Ernie Yeoh is no regular millennial either.
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Greasy-Hands-SS_01-krk.jpg

This college graduate followed his passion and chose to be a mechanic.

It's backbreaking work with heavy responsibility, but there are little regrets with the path he's

chosen.
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Greasy-Hands-SS_02-krk.jpg

He knows the stereotypes and lack of respect that accompanies his profession. His own father tried

to dissuade him from carrying on the family business.

But he is happiest when his hands are blackened.
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Greasy-Hands-SS_06-krk.jpg

He fnds riches in the grease and grime, and is proud to honour his family's legacy.

Watch 'Greasy Hands: Young Bike Mechanic From Penang' by Ben Boyagin (Malaysia) on

Viddsee:

…
by Ben Boyagin
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Just one more! Next, meet the humble man behind The $2 Kopitiam in Singapore.
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This Mechanic Specialised In "Dirty"
Cars. What A Spooky Ride!

A Business Graduate Learns The True
Value Of A $1000 Bill

Both Grew Up With Domestic
…
Life.

A Young Family Faces Stigma As
Outcasts, But Love & Hope Prevails…
In The End

Take A Gap Year After College? You
Wish. It’s A Hellish Hunt For Jobs.
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